The Kingdom Surrounded by Nuclear Rockets.
McKana, December 9, 2020
Isaiah 48:3, 6 (KJV)
3. I have declared the former things from the beginning; and they went forth out of my mouth, and I shewed them;
I did them suddenly, and they came to pass.
6. Thou hast heard, see all this; and will not ye declare it? I have shewed thee new things from this time, even hidden
things, and thou didst not know them.
Revelation 18:8-11, 17-18 (KJV)
8. Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned
with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her.
9. And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, and
lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning,
10. Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas that great city Babylon, that mighty city! for in
one hour is thy judgment come.
11. And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their merchandise any more:
17. For in one hour so great riches is come to nought. And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships, and
sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off,
18. And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this great city!
------------/////////-----------

We have heard many messages telling us war is coming, time is up and the calamities are here. In Bible
prophecy we read in one hour is thy judgment come. This prophecy is given when there was no
technology and one hour seems to be unimaginable. Now, true to the prophecy the big projectiles from
one continent to the other do not take more than 20 minutes. God is indeed perfect, tells the end from
the beginning.

“Our Kingdom is surrounded by rockets”
(Revelation of December 9, 2020 6:30AM)
I hears someone say “Our Kingdom is surrounded by rockets.” I didn't understand what he said and
asked “say what?” He said “ Our Kingdom, you know.” giving me the understanding which he meant
“Our USA.” I am not familiar with the word Kingdom, not a common word for any one here to use.
Knowing for a long time that the fact is true I said “Is this something new?” wondering why he is
telling us as if it is new. I went further and said “ Yes, we are targeted/surrounded by their(Russian)
thousands of rockets” and knew thousands out of their many thousands (From the news, years earlier, I
have read 98% of their 9 thousand warheads are ready to be fired at any time). Then, I pointed the
trajectory of their missiles on the sky pointing by my finger. In doing so, I see trails of thin gray smoke,
one from the South(east coast of Florida region) to the Northwest, the second from the North(east coast
of Main region) to the Southwest and the third from the center(East coast of New York region) to the
west. Then the person said, “Our Radars?/satellites? have detected them,” I said following him
“scanned them” and when he speaks, I saw a airplane flying very low and the airplane looks it has
detected something in the greenery on the ground.
The specific location Florida, Main and New York are additions to point the origins of their trajectory
of the rockers. As I point to the sky, thin smoke was seen all from the east coast to the west.

